FIRST STEP FIRST
International TCA for newcomers in Erasmus+
Inclusion newcomers Sicilia
Monday, September 23, 2024

MORNING
- 9.00 Welcome coffee
  9.30 Institutional Greetings | (Mayor of Palermo, Regional Minister of Education and Training, President INDIRE, MIM, MUR, Director USR)
- 10.00 Introduction to the day | Sara Pagliai – NA INDIRE
- 10.20 Criticalities and opportunities of the education sector in the Sicilian territory | DG USR Region Sicilia
- 10.50 School participation in Sicily: good practices and critical issues | Maria Teresa Sagri – NA INDIRE
11.20 Coffee break
- 11.50 Inclusion initiatives of the region | Giovanna Segreto – Dir. Gen Education Region Sicilia
- 12.20 Inclusion initiatives of the City of Palermo | Giovanna Sparacino - Municipality of Palermo
- 12.50 Conclusions | Sara Pagliai – NA INDIRE
13.00 Light Lunch

AFTERNOON
- 14.30 Best practices in Sicilian schools | Region Sicilia
17.00 Closing of work
21.00 Gala dinner with European delegation LTA First Step First
Tuesday, the 24th

MORNING

- 9.30 welcome
- 10.00 Introduction to the work of TCA: "First Step First - developing small-scale projects to foster inclusion and diversity through KA1 and KA2 partnerships."
- 10.30 Theoretical frameworks of sub-actions KA122 and KA210 and practical steps that can lead to writing a quality proposal.

11.00 Coffee break

- 11:30 Presentation of project design documents for KA122 and KA210 partnerships.
- 12.00 Group work on preparing a KA122/KA210 project with a focus on inclusion and diversity priorities

13.30 Light Lunch

AFTERNOON

- 14:30 Group work on preparing a KA122/KA210 project with a focus on inclusion and diversity priorities

16.00 Coffee break

- 16.30 Presentations of LTA FSF results by the National Agency of Romania
- 18.00 Closing of work

18.30 Visit to the “Al Centro” educational center in Borgo Vecchio neighborhood of Palermo

21.00 Dinner
Wednesday, 25th

MORNING

- 9.30 Welcome back
- 10.00 Group work to prepare a KA122/KA210 project with a focus on inclusion and diversity priorities

11.00 Coffee break

- 11.30 Group work to prepare a KA210 project with a focus on inclusion and diversity priorities

13.30 Light Lunch

AFTERNOON

- 14.30 Group work to prepare a KA210 project with a focus on inclusion and diversity priorities

16.00 Coffee break

- 16.30 Group work to prepare a KA122/KA210 project with a focus on inclusion and diversity priorities
- 18.00 Closing of work

18.30 Free tour for Palermo city center

21.00 Dinner
Thursday, 26th

**MORNING**

- 9.30 Welcome back
- 10.00 Group work to prepare a KA122/KA210 project with a focus on inclusion and diversity priorities

11.00 *Coffee break*

- 11.30 Group work to prepare a KA210 project with a focus on inclusion and diversity priorities

13.30 *Light Lunch*

**Afternoon**

- 14.30 Presentation of each group’s proposals in plenary
- 16.30 Closing remarks and greetings